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Here’s a concise, comprehensive, and carefully structured introduction to the analysis of non-
blood body fluids. Through six editions, the authors, noted educators and clinicians, have taught
generations of students the theoretical and practical knowledge every clinical laboratory
scientist needs to handle and analyze non-blood body fluids, and to keep themselves and their
laboratories safe from infectious agents. Their practical, focused, and reader friendly approach
first presents the foundational concepts of renal function and urinalysis. Then, step by step, they
focus on the examination of urine, cerebrospinal fluid, semen, synovial fluid, serous fluid,
amniotic fluid, feces, and vaginal secretions. The 6th Edition has been completely updated to
include all of the new information and new testing procedures that are important in this rapidly
changing field. Case studies, clinical situations, learning objectives, key terms, summary boxes,
and study questions show how work in the classroom translates to work in the lab. Redeem the
Plus Code inside new, printed texts to access your DavisPlus student resources, including Davis
Digital, your complete text online.

About the AuthorKathy Bonewit-West has been in healthcare education for more than 30 years.
She taught anatomy and physiology to Nursing students and later moved into Medical Assisting
education. She served as program director for the Medical Assisting program at Hocking
College in Nelsonville, Ohio, for many years. Ms. Bonewit-West is also a former member of the
Curriculum Review Board for the American Association of Medical Assistants. In addition to co-
authoring Today’s Medical Assistant: Clinical & Administrative Procedures, Kathy is the lead
author of Clinical Procedures for Medical Assistants, soon to be in its 11th Edition.
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Joao C. R. Previdi, “best for it's porpouse. Best book in CRL and urynalisis, all medical and
pharmacy must have”

Nancy, “Nothing wrong with the book, just not satisfied with the packaging.. The book is brand
new, but I'm not too satisfied with the packaging. It is a paperback book, so I think it should at
least be put in a box and not a bubble-wrap bag. There were a few wrinkles and a small fold at
the corner. That makes the book not "new" anymore.”

Damir Kendic, “Great book. Great all books the I purchased where in good condition and I
actually kept them all ...”

KailuaChick, “Interesting and Enjoyable Text. I just finished this course as part of a CLS program
and it was one of my favorite classes. This book is interesting and easy to read. There are some
spots where a little more detail was desired but I really did enjoy this text. I ended up with a high
A in my class thanks to reading (and rereading!!) this book.”

Jtharge, “Great resource material. Great resource! The kindle version is great for quickly
referencing microscopic elements.”

kate nate, “MLT school. needed for MLT school. great pics.”

Juliana, “Editors are not doing a good job at reading and editing the answers in the .... The book
is well explained with graphs and tables. My only complaint is that some of the answers in every
chapter are wrong. Editors are not doing a good job at reading and editing the answers in the
back of the book.”

Marcela Silva, “Placing items in a discrete location. Thank you to the driver who made an effort
to hide my package this time One of my orders was stolen in the past. Thank you thank you
thank you.  This was an important package.”

Jolene Read, “Would buy from them again. My book arrived quickly with no problems. The item
was in good used condition as described.”

Green India, “Five Stars. good book”

Lyne Cédilotte, “Five Stars. Easy to consult, good informations.”

Leigh Wright, “Five Stars. Good bathroom reader”



The book by Susan Brownell has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 337 people have provided feedback.
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